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1. Define the terms

metric space.

complete metric space.

(a) Let X : IR and define d: X x X -+ R by

d(r,A): lr t Al, Vr,y €.JR

Sow that (X,d) is a metric space.

Prove that every open ball is an open set.

Prove that, for any subset A of a metric space its interior A" is the largest open set

contained in ,4.

Show that arbitrary intersection of closed set is closed.

2, (a) Let (X,d) be a metric space. Show that there is no sequence that can converges to

two different limits.

(b) Let (X,d) be a metric space. Show that if a sequence ir,,) converges in r then it is

bounded.
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(c) Let (Y,d) be a subspace of a metric space (x,d,). prove that A C F is open in y
and only if there exist a set G open inX such that A : y ) G.

(d) In a metric space, prove that any Cauchy sequence that contains a convergent sul

sequence is convergent.

3. Define the following terms in a metric space:

o separated sets;

o disconnected set;

o connected sets.

(a) Prove that two open subsets of a metric space are separated if and only if they ar

disjoint.

(b) Suppose that an open set G is the union of two separated sets ,4 and B in a metri

space (X,d).Prove that A and B are open. .r' .t

(c) Prove that a metric space (X, d,) is disconnected if and ohly if iu can be written as i

union of two non-empty disjoint open sets. ,_.

14. (a) Define the term compact subset of a metric space., I
i. Show thap€very finite subset of a metric space is compact' 
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ii. Prove that every compact subset of a metric space is is bounded.

(b) Let (X, dt) and (Y, d2) be a metric spaces and let f , X -+-+ Y be a function. Provr

that the following:

i. / is continuous if and only if /-t(G) is open in X whenever G is open in Y.

ii. / is continuous if and only if /-1(8") c (f 't(B))', VB e Y
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